IRISH SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA
ANNUAL AWARD WINNERS
2006

OBEDIENCE TROPHIES

NOVICE B TROPHY
I.S.C.A.
Highest total score completing CD

Winner: Jamonds Gemstone CD
Owner: Kathy Clark

Runner-up: Ch. Token Bearflag Obviously Ice CD RE NAJ
Owners: Sarah Schroeder and Kay & Bill Bedeau

NOVICE A TROPHY
Shea Swanson
Cassi Girl Trophy
In Memory of “Cassi” Vermillion’s Sentimental Journey
Highest total score completing CD

Winner: Fergus O’Sullivan CD RE JH
Owner: Jenny Sullivan

Runner-up: Tainaron Wild River CD
Owners: Tara Tomany & Nancy Conner

CDX, HIGHEST TOTAL SCORE AWARD
Mrs. Danice Casper
Wolfscroft Trophy
In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper
Highest score in completing a CDX

Winner: Ch. Shine-On Just Perfect UD JH
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

Runner-up: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg

UTILITY DOG TROPHY
Nina Johnson
Highest score in completing UD

Winner: Ch. Shine-on Just Perfect UD JH
 Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

Runner-up: Ch. Oakshadow Mighty Quinn UD MH OA OAJ
Owners: Mary C. & Christopher Flynn
FIRST PLACEMENTS AT ALL-BREED TRIALS AWARD
Glencho Ruddy Oogh Trophy
In memory of Emily Schweitzer
Greatest number of first placements in Novice, Open or Utility at All Breed Trials

Winner: OTCH Fallon Bles’d ‘B’ Jacen O’Fancy UDX6 NA
Owner: Paul W. Martini

5 Firsts

Runner-up: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg
2 Firsts

GREATEST TOTAL SCORE, FIRST TO FOURTH PLACE
Bryandale Trophy
Greatest Total Score placing first to fourth in licensed trials

Winner: OTCH Fallon Bles’d ‘B’ Jacen O’Fancy UDX6 NA
Owner: Paul W. Martini

7,796

Runner-up: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg
589.5

UTILITY TITLE TROPHY
I.S.C.A.
Having no legs towards UD title on January 1, 2006 finishes earliest in 2006

Winner: Ch. Shine-On Just Perfect UD JH
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

Finished UD 8/5/06

HIGH COMBINED TROPHY
Patti Normandin
In memory of U-CDX Token’s Into the Woods UD TRD CGC

Winner: Ch. Shine-On Just Perfect UD JH
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

395

Runner-up: OTCH Fallon Bles’d ‘B’ Jacen O’Fancy UDX6 NA
Owner: Paul W. Martini
393.5

SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD
Kenna’s Red Trophy
Jean Sharp
Greatest number of firsts at Specialty Shows

Winner: Ch. Courtwood Private Eye CDX RA MX MXJ
Owners: Kathy Patregnani & Susan Hahnen

4 Specialty Wins

Runner-up: Tainaron Wild River CD
Owners: Tara Tomany & Nancy Conner
1 Specialty Win
HIGHEST SCORING CHAMPION TROPHY
Claudia Grzych
Highest scoring Champion of record

Winner: Ch. Shine-On Just Perfect UD JH 594
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

Runner-up: Ch. Token Bearflag Obviously Ice CD RE NAJ 577
Owners: Sarah Schroeder & Kay & Bill Bedeau

OBEDIENCE TITLE, POINTS TOWARD CH. AWARD
Sandy Jones
Ireland's Irish Trophy
In memory of Nonda Jones
For completing an Obedience title and accumulating at least two points towards championship

Winner: Roclyn Éclair CDX 3 points, 27 defeated
Owners: Carole Mukai-Rose, Jeff Rose & Sherry Oke

Runner-up: Red Barn Summer Sonata CD 3 points, 18 defeated
Owners: Jeff & Peggy Davis and Sherry Oke

DUAL DOG BENCH AND OBEDIENCE
ISCA
No Applicants

UDX AWARD
Kay and Bill Bedeau
Token Trophy
In memory of Ch. OTCH Bluewin’s Fancy O'Shaughnessy, JH VC and Ch. OTCH Bentree Token’s Iceman Cometh UDX2 JH AX AXJ VC
For earning the most legs towards a UDX title during the awards year

Winner: Ch. Shine-On Just Perfect UD JH 4 UDX legs
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

OTCH AWARD
Fred and Flori Page
Daisy Trophy
In loving memory of OTCH Sunshine Gatsby’s Blue Love MH VC
For earning the greatest number of OTCH points

Winner: OTCH Fallon Bles’d ‘B’ Jacen O’Fancy UDX6 NA 75 points
Owner: Paul W. Martini
TRIPLE CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD
I.S.C.A.
No Applicants

AGILITY TROPHIES

NOVICE STANDARD AGILITY TROPHY (NA)
I.S.C.A.
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC NA title

Winner: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ 295
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg

Runner-up: Lakeeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed OA AXJ 290/71.80 sec.
Owners: Teresa & James Turner

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPERS AWARD (NAJ)
Red Feathers Trophy in memory of Red Feathers Dancing Fire CDX
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC NAJ title

Winner: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ 300
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg

Runner-up: Lake Effect Classic Beauty NA NAJ 295
Owners: Nick & Julie Barnes

OPEN AGILITY AWARD (OA)
I.S.C.A.
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC OA title

Winner: Ch. Touchstone’s Chill Out OA OAJ 295
Owners: Valerie Wroblewski & Krista Wilson

Runner-up: Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed OA AXJ 290/50.08 sec.
Owners: Teresa & James Turner

OPEN AGILITY JUMPERS AWARD (OAJ)
Redcoat Trophy
Jane Guidinger
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC OAJ title

Winner: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ 300
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg

Runner-up: Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed OA AXJ 295
Owners: Teresa & James Turner
**AGILITY EXCELLENT AWARD (AX)**
For achieving the highest total score completing its AKC AX title

Winner: Rusticwood Short & Sweet MX MXJ
Owner: Cathy Gibbs

300/26.24 sec.

Runner-up: Ch. Shamus Of Creedmoor AX OAJ NAP NJP
Owner: Suzanne Beyer

300/14.39 sec.

**AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS AWARD (AX)**
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC AX title

Winner: Rusticwood Short & Sweet MX MXJ
Owner: Cathy Gibbs

300/25.33 sec.

Runner-up: Nirvana’s Dare To Dream CDX OA AXJ
Owner: Karen R. Goldberg

300/24.34 sec.

**MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT TROPHY (MX)**
Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy
In Memory of Ch. Rapture’s Ring Of Fire, UD JH MX MXJ VC FM
For completing the AKC Master Agility Excellent Title

Winner: Ch. Courtwood Private Eye CDX RA MX MXJ
Owners: Kathy Patregnani & Susan Hahnen

124.49

**MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (MXJ)**
Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy
In Memory of Ch. Rapture’s Ring Of Fire, UD JH MX MXJ VC FM
For completing the AKC Master Agility Excellent Jumpers Title

Winner: Ch. Courtwood Private Eye CDX RA MX MXJ
Owners: Kathy Patregnani & Susan Hahnen

60.82

**MACH AWARD**
Bonnybrook Trophy
In honor of Am. Can.Ch.MACH Harborlight Promises to Keep, CD JH VC EAC EJC OGC
For completing the AKC MACH title

Winner: MACH2 Rusticwood Swing Softly
Owners: Jim & Cathy Gibbs and Carolyn Dison

1,610 points

Runner-up: Ch. MACH Harborlight Forerunner
Owner: Beverly Wallace

1,031 points
DUAL DOG BENCH AND AGILITY
I.S.C.A.
For attaining the titles Bench Champion and Agility Champion

Winner: Ch. MACH Harborlight Forerunner Ch. 8/25/01 MACH 11/6/06
Owner: Beverly Wallace

BEST SIRE, COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy
Megan Spencer
For the sire whose get earn the most companion event titles

Winner: Ch. Roclyn Aruba Already CD JH VC 3 Titles on 2 get (2 CDX, 1 UD)
Owners: Andy & Barbara Burgraff & Cynthia Stanford

Runner-up: Ch. OTCH Bentree Token’s Iceman Cometh UDX2 RE JH AX AXJ VC
3 Titles on 2 get (CD, CDX, NAJ)

BEST DAM, COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy
Marty Siegrist
For the dam whose get earn the most companion event titles

Winner: Ch. Lakeffect Ginger of Creedmor 7 titles on 2 get (2 NA, 2 NAJ, 1 OA, 1 OAJ, 1 AXJ)
Owner: Bonnie J. Sheldon

Runner-up: Ch. OTCH Souvenir’s Perfect Timing UDX3 JH 3 titles on 2 get (2 CDX, 1 UD)
Owners: Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

RALLY TROPHIES

RALLY NOVICE AWARD (RN)
I.S.C.A.
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC RN title

Winner: Ch. Token Bear Flag Olympic Ice RN 299
Owners: Kay & Bill Bedeau

Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar Season Finale RN 295
Owners: Daniel & Evelyn Kearton and Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau
RALLY ADVANCED AWARD (RA)
Dublin Meadow’s Trophy
Pat Boldt
In honor of Am. & Int. Ch. Arista’s Royal Moment, CD RD CGC
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC RA title

Winner: Ch. Setterwoods Magic Debut CD RE JH OA AXJ 298
Owner: Arlene D. & Peter R. Pilcer

Runner-up: Kilkenny’s Dazzlin’ Thriller CD RE CGC 292
Owner: Johanna Jablonski

RALLY EXCELLENT AWARD (RE)
Fyrethorn Trophy
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC RE title

Winner: Kilkenny’s Dazzlin’ Thriller CD RE CGC 292
Owner: Johanna Jablonski

Runner-up: Ch. Setterwoods Magic Debut CD RE JH OA AXJ 277
Owner: Arlene D. & Peter R. Pilcer

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT (RAE)
Phil and Deanna Cuchiaro
In memory of Cuchiaro’s Rescued Lucky Sham “Rocky” CGC
For achieving the highest total score in completing its AKC RAE title

Winner: Ch. Quinniver’s Flying Flamingo CDX RAE OA OAJ CGC 1,857
Owner: Theresa Zuzworsky & Pamela S. Schaar

Runner-up: Shine-On Make It Perfect CDX RAE JH 1,771
Owners: Elisabeth & Donn Fisher

FIELD TRIAL TROPHIES

FIELD TRIAL WINNERS TROPHY
Karolynne McAteer
Red Barn Trophy
For winning the most points in stakes in which six or more compete

Winner: FC Iskote Ani-Mosh 29 Points
Owner: Spero Manson

Runner-up: Brophy’s Independence 21 Points
Owners: Ed Meyer, Sam McDonald & Jay Zirkle
**AMATEUR STAKES AWARD**

Pam Wiegandt and Marilyn & Fred Putz

Ch. Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy in memory of Virginia Hardin

For winning the most points in AKC Amateur Stakes

**Winner:** FC Iskote Ani-Mosh  
**Owner:** Spero Monson  
9 Points

**Runner-up:** NAFC FC AFC Brophy’s Matchmaker  
**Owners:** Stan & Susan Noble & Ken Ruff  
5 Points

**FIELD & SHOW AWARD**

Jeannie Wagner

For having at least 2 points towards a show championship and wins the most points in field trial stakes in which 6 or more dogs compete.

**Winner:** Am.Can.Ch. Highfeather Raise 'N A Ruckus, CD MH  
5 Show Pts., 6 Field Pts.

**Owner:** Susan Russell-Matsumoto

**FIELD AWARD**

I.S.C.A.

In Memory of Marion Pahy and FTCh Faith Farm Lehigh Little Bit

For defeating the greatest number of dogs in adult stakes at AKC Field Trials

**Winner:** Brophy's Independence  
**Owners:** Ed Meyer, Sam McDonald & Jay Zirkle  
111 Def.

**Runner-up:** Kulana X Cyting Bright Star, SH  
**Owners:** Wendy & Matthew Czarnecki  
61 Def.

**DUAL DOG BENCH & FIELD**

I.S.C. Milwaukee

In memory of Dale & Irene Walker

For attaining a Dual Championship

No Applicants

**FIELD MATRON**

Dr. & Mrs. Glenn Christie

In Memory of Dual Ch.Can.Ch.Killagay’s Image of Tara, Am.Can.CD VC VCX

For the dam whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points

**Winner:** Brophy’s Lightning 11  
**Owners:** Ken, Phil & Jenny Ruff  
14 Pts.
FIELD SIRE
Brophy Trophy Ken & Linda Ruff
For the sire whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: NAFC FC AFC Brophy’s Absolute Power 27 Pts.
Owners: Ken & Linda Ruff

Runner-up: Brophy’s Let’s Play Two 4 Pts.
Owners: Lynn & Charlie Blackbourn & Kenn Ruff

DUAL DOG OBEDIENCE & FIELD I.S.C.A.
For attaining the titles of Champion & Obedience Trial Champion

No Applicants

MASTER HUNTER AWARD
Bright Star Trophy Matt & Wendy Czarnecki
For Earning a Master Hunter title and also earned either Champion, Field Champion, Amateur Field Champion or Obedience Trial Champion

Awarded to:
Owner: Susan Russell-Matsumoto

Ch. Oakshadow Mighty Quinn, UD OA OAJ MH
Owners: Mary C. & Christopher M. Flynn

PUPPY/DERBY FIELD TRIAL AWARD Kevin & Jeannie Culver
In Memory of Aerie’s Feather’s Sweet Memory
For defeating the most dogs by placing 1st through 4th in AKC Field Trials. Open and Amateur Walking Puppy and Amateur Walking Derby

Winner: Burnished Copper Bright Star, JH 38 Defeated
Owners: Wendy & Matthew Czarnecki

Runner-up: Saeterleva’s Russell JH 23 Defeated
Owner: Susan Russell-Matsumoto

BREEDERS AWARD Robin Johnston
Bluethyme Trophy
In Memory of Dual Ch. Rust of Fur Bluethyme Babe, CD VCX
For the breeder winning the most championship points in AKC Field Trials

Winner: Ken Ruff 42 Points
JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP TROPHIES

For each Junior qualifying for Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba National Championship or putting a title on a dog.

Cassandra Davis
Shea Jonsrud *
Lydia Rogers *
Susan Schafer *
Tracie West
Tristan Wilson **

* Also qualified for Westminster
** Junior Hunter Title

CONFORMATION TROPHIES

NEW MEMBER
Lorraine Bisso
In memory of Ch. Hil-Mor's Duke of Sheelin
For the new member in 2006 whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of first awards in regular classes or as BOB or BOS

Winner: Louis Molnar 11 Wins

PUPPY DOG CLASS
Kristy Hanes
Brookfield Trophy
For winning the Puppy Dog Class the greatest number of times (comp. req.)

Winner: Ch. Greengate The Boss at Beaubriar 8 Wins 28 Def.
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau, B. Elliott

Runner-up: Pompei’s Love Bug 8 Wins 25 Def.
Owner: Annette Pusey

PUPPY BITCH CLASS
Marilyn Title
Marlyn Trophy
For winning the Puppy Bitch Class the greatest number of times (comp. req.)

Winner: Pompei’s This Could Be Love 12 Wins
Owner: Isabelle Sisco & Annette Pusey

Runner-up: Avon Farm Genuine Risk 3 Wins
Owner: Leslie Russell
BEST PUPPY
Ch. Rosette English Tea Tyme Trophy
For winning Best Puppy at Specialty Shows the greatest number of times

Winner: Ch. Greengate The Boss at Beaubriar  
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau, B. Elliott
5 Wins

Runner-up: Pompei’s Love Bug  
Owner: Annette Pusey
4 Wins

WINNERS TROPHY
Kerry-Eire Trophy
For winning the greatest number of points from any class other than open

Winner: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite  
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM
17 Points, 542 Def.

Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar Starz On Demand  
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau
17 Points, 233 Def.

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG CLASS
Castlebar Trophy
For winning the Bred by Exhibitor dog class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

Winner: Ch. Avon Farm Oh! Calcutta  
Owner: Leslie Russell
4 Wins

Runner-up: Ch. Pompei’s Look Who’s Here, SH  
Owner: Annette Pusey
1 Win

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH CLASS
Riversong Trophy
For winning the Bred by Exhibitor bitch class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

Winner: Ch. Beaubriar Starz On Demand  
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau
9 Wins

Runner-up: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite  
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM
6 Wins

OPEN DOG CLASS
Ballycroy Trophy
For winning the Open Dog class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: Ch. Kimberlin Spirit Of MacDuff  
Owner: Sally Campbell & Louis Molnar
4 Wins

Runner-up: Ch. Piperbrook Cosmic McAuley  
Owners: Debbie McKay Lacy & Paul Seymous
3 Wins
OPEN BITCH CLASS
Emerald Isl's Trophy
For winning Open Bitch class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: Ch. Stylish ‘N Avon Farm Liberty
Owner: Leslie Russell
4 Wins

RESERVE WINNERS DOG
Saltaire Trophy

Winner: Ch. RedRidge Every Gentleman’s Hero
Owner: Liss L. Tiffany
8 Reserves

Runner-up: Ch. Checkmate Hearts Are Wild
Owners: Nancy Conner & Lois White
7 Reserves

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH
Fyrethorn Trophy

Winner: Ch. Jewelset’s Take A Second Look
Owners: Sharon Reilly, Julie Waters & Kim Velletri
9 Reserves

Runner-up: Ch. Vineyard’s Ballantine
Owners: Barbara Bernhardt & Jane Towell
8 Reserves

WINNERS DOG
Auburn Trophy
For winning the greatest number of pts. at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Ch. Lakeffect Nova in the Snow
Owner: Bonnie Sheldon
14 Points

Runner-up: Ch. Greengate the Boss At Beaubriar
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau, B. Elliott
13 Points, 58 Def.

WINNERS BITCH
Shangrila Trophy in Memory of Lynn Mehring & Ch. Shangrila Moon Shadow
For winning the greatest number of pts. at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM
17 Points, 303 Def.

Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar’s Starz On Demand
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau
17 Points, 138 Def.
BEST OF WINNERS

Dunbrook Trophy
For the dog or bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going BOW (min. 3 wins)

Winner: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite 536 Defeated
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM

Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar’s Starz On Demand 255 Defeated
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau

VETERAN DOG AWARD
Dreamtime Irish Setters
For winning the Veteran Dog class the greatest number of times (min. 2)

Winner: Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August 6 Wins
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DChambeau, M.E. Thomas

Runner-up: Ch. Sandcastle Knight Eternal 4 Wins
Owner: Linda & Martin Dick

VETERAN BITCH AWARD
Pat & Carol McGarry
Windntide Trophy
For winning the Veteran Bitch class the greatest number of times (min. 2)

Winner: Ch. Arista’s Rainbow Razzle, OA NAJ 7 Wins
Owner: Catherine Dever

Runner-up: Ch. Fyrethorn Magic of Rockytop, CGC TDI 4 Wins
Owners: Kenn & Joan Sadler

BREEDER/OWNER
Ann Daniel
Villa-Dan Trophy
For the breeder/owner defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners, at 3 point or better shows

Winner: Rip & Beth O’Keefe 46 Points

Runner-up: Leslie Russell 36 Points

BREEDER/OWNER TROPHY
Cynthia Orr
Blueprint Trophy
For the breeder/owner defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners, at 3 points or better shows

Winner: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite 536 Defeated
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM
Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar’s Starz On Demand         255 Defeated
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau

**LITTER BREEDER**
Shannon Trophy
For the breeder of the litter whose members win the most championship points

**Winner:** Rip & Beth O’Keefe   Vineyards “B” Litter  64 Points
Runner-up: Duane & Tamara Sasso - Parkwood “Return” Litter  40 Points

**BEST SIRE OF LITTER**
Herihunda Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points

**Winner:** Ch. Jamonds Call The Play  40 Points
Owners: Duane & Jackie Drummond

Runner-up: Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August  38 Points
Owner: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau & M.E.Thomas

**BREEDERS TROPHY**
Kerrybrook Trophy
For the breeder whose dog(s) win the most championship points as Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 point or better shows.

**Winner:** Rip & Beth O’Keefe  53 Points
Runner-up: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau  34 Points

**BEST SIRE**
Dunholm Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points.

**Winner:** Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August  161 Points
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau & M.E.Thomas

**BREEDER-BEST SIRE**
Ramblin’ Red Trophy
For the breeder of the sire whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points.

**Winner:** Jean Roche
BEST MATRON  
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Haigler  
Rendition’s Ch. Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy  
For the owner of the dam whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points  

Winner: Ch. Vineyards Toora Loora  
Owners: Rip & Beth O’Keefe  
91 Points  
Runner-up: Ch. Tealwood’s Avon After Eight  
Owner: Leslie Russell  
54 Points  

BREEDER-BEST MATRON  
Mr. William Allen  
Whiskey Hills Trophy In Memory of Dilly  
For the breeder of the dam whose offspring win the greatest number of championship points  

Winner: Rip & Beth O’Keefe  

Runner-up: David Carey & Michelle Ross  

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX  
Sam H. McDonald  
In Memory of Ch. Powderhorn’s Call To Glory  
For winning the most Best of Opposite Sex Awards  

Winner: Ch. Sunsetter’s Something Blue  
Owner: Barbara A. Cochran, MD  
17 BOS  
Runner-up: Ch. Quailfield I’ve Gota Crush On U  
Owners: Michelle Davis & Patricia Nagel  
8 BOS  

BEST DOG  
Wendell & Leta Graham  
Kaerdon Trophy  
For the owner of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed  

Winner: Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August  
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau & M.E.Thomas  
291 Defeated  
Runner-up: Ch. Lakeffect Nova In The Snow  
Owner: Bonnie J. Sheldon  
67 Defeated  

BREEDER-BEST DOG  
Jeanette Holmes  
Estrella Trophy in Memory of Ch. Estrella Sand ‘n’ Sable, ROM  
For the breeder of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed  

Winner: Jean Roche  

Runner-up: Bonnie J. Sheldon
BEST BITCH
Ch. Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy
For the owner of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Ch. Jewelset's Up Up N Away
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers
1,711 Defeated

Runner-up: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM
303 Defeated

BREEDER-BEST BITCH
Shawnee Trophy In Loving Memory of Richard Farrington
For the breeder of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Sharon Reilly, Kim Velletri & Julie Waters
Runner-up: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM

BEST OF BREED
Gentree Trophy In Memory of Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Baron
For the owner of the Irish Setter winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at 2 point or better shows.

Winner: Ch. Jewelset's Up Up N Away
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers
64 BOB’s

BREEDER, BEST OF BREED
Wolfscroft Memorial Trophy In Memory of Drs. Anne & Wolfgang Casper
For the breeder of the Irish Setter winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Sharon Reilly, Kim Velletri & Julie Waters

BREEDER/OWNER, BEST OF BREED
Erinmohr Trophy
To the Irish Setter bred by owner and winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at 2 point or better shows.

Winner: Ch. Jewelset's Up Up N Away
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers
64 BOB’s
BEST OF BREED DOG, OWNER HANDLED
Debbie Contardi
Triskelion Trophy
To the owner of the Irish Setter dog defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going
Best of Breed

Winner: Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August 150 Defeated
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau & M.E.Thomas

BEST OF BREED BITCH, OWNER HANDLER
Norbert & Nena Dee
Camelot Trophy
To the owner of the Irish Setter bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going
Best of Breed

Winner: Ch. MiJean’s The Secret Is Out 665 Defeated
Owners: Jean Johnson & JoAnne Holmberg

BEST OF BREED, SPECIALTY SHOWS
Tom & Barbara Johnstone
Kintyre Trophy
To the owner of the dog or bitch winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at Specialty
Shows

Winner: Ch. Jewelset's Up Up N Away 9 Best of Breeds
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers

Runner-up: Ch. Saxony’s Snow In August 3 Best of Breeds
Owners: Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau & M.E.Thomas

SPORTING GROUP, BREEDER/OWNER
Pat Jesson
Fleetwood Farms Trophy In Memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Rumbaugh
To the Bred By Exhibitor Irish Setter winning or placing in the Sporting Group the greatest
number of times

Winner: Ch. MiJean’s The Secret Is Out 45 Points
Owners: Jean Johnson & JoAnne Holmberg

SPORTING GROUP
Penny Nunnally & Ron Talmage
Scarlly Trophy
For Winning the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

Winner: Ch. Jewelset’s Up Up N Away 55 Group Ones
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers
BEST IN SHOW

Rockherin Trophy In Memory of Frank Wheatley & Ch. Rockherin Sheena ROM
For winning the most Best In Show awards

Winner: Ch. Beaubriar’s Expose of Kinloch                                      9 Best In Show Wins
Owners: Phil Booth & Robert Wickes, DVM

Runner-up: Ch. Jewelset’s Up Up N Away                                          6 Best in Show Wins
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers

GOLDEN LEASH AWARD
I.S.C.A.
For winning the greatest number of championship points at shows of 3 points or better, and
having no points as of Jan. 1, 2006

Winner: Ch. Militza’s Starry Starry Nite                                          17 Pts. 303 Defeated
Owners: Tracy & Roger McNeal, Ken Wall & Joel Fisher, DVM

Runner-up: Ch. Beaubriar’s Starz On Demand                                         17 Points, 138 Def.
Owners: Elaine & Michelle DeChambeau

CHAMPION TROPHY
President of I.S.C.A.
To the owner of the Irish Setter defeating the most dogs as Best of Breed

Winner: Ch. Jewelset's Up Up N Away                                               3,085 Defeated
Owners: Sharon Reilly & Lisa Summers

IRISH SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Winners: Lindsey Kuhn and Rachel Heider

E.I. ELDREDGE MEMORIAL AWARD
George & Mary Ann Alston
To the person who best exemplifies those attributes most closely associated with Ted
Eldredge: good sportsmanship, compassion, kindliness, integrity, courtesy and devotion to
the welfare of the breed

Winner: Lucy Jane Myers